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Crystal Ball on the Future

Travel accounts for 1 out of every 10 jobs on the
planet earth! People love to travel and business
needs to travel. Not every airline, tour company,
hotel or attraction will survive. But as sure as
the sun will come up tomorrow, others will take
their place. To date, both land and cruise

companies have been slowly returning deposits and even final payments,
and the suppliers have made minimal charges to the consumer. In many
cases, they are offering incentives to rebook within the next year or two
instead of taking a refund.

What do you think the future will look like for travel? Did you know that
studies have shown that travelers are much more concerned about the
possibility of having to be quarantined that they are about actually
contracting a virus? With this in mind, pre-screening for ill patients will
probably be stepped up, sanitation will be a constant priority, and I believe
there will be more “green space” in general built into ships and other
attractions. With each issue of the newsletter in 2020, I will comment on
changes I am seeing to make travel safer. If you see something of interest,
send it to me!

But I want to take a vacation THIS year!But I want to take a vacation THIS year!

With so many cruise and land vacations cancelled, what are you to do? Consider aWith so many cruise and land vacations cancelled, what are you to do? Consider a
late summer or fall trip within the US and travel like a local. You could plan a drivelate summer or fall trip within the US and travel like a local. You could plan a drive
through New England, the low country of South Carolina, or the byways of Norththrough New England, the low country of South Carolina, or the byways of North
Georgia, Tennessee, or Kentucky. Pick a part of the country to explore, and I amGeorgia, Tennessee, or Kentucky. Pick a part of the country to explore, and I am
happy to help you plan this with a day-by-day itinerary! Once you are there,happy to help you plan this with a day-by-day itinerary! Once you are there,
consider these options: consider these options: 

Go for a walk and head to where the locals live. Sit down in one of the cafesGo for a walk and head to where the locals live. Sit down in one of the cafes
and enjoy everyday life in another part of the world. and enjoy everyday life in another part of the world. 
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Stop at interesting places along the way and explore those historic roadsideStop at interesting places along the way and explore those historic roadside
markers.markers.

Create a ritual to slow down. It could be a mid-afternoon coffee stop, anCreate a ritual to slow down. It could be a mid-afternoon coffee stop, an
early evening cocktail, or even that wonderful luxury of a post-lunch napearly evening cocktail, or even that wonderful luxury of a post-lunch nap
with a great novel! with a great novel! 

Ask locals where to eat. We often rely on social media or the bellman at aAsk locals where to eat. We often rely on social media or the bellman at a
hotel for restaurant advice. Instead, strike up a conversation with someone inhotel for restaurant advice. Instead, strike up a conversation with someone in
a neighborhood shop and ask them where they like to eat. You can find somea neighborhood shop and ask them where they like to eat. You can find some
real gems that way! real gems that way! 

Trip Quest TravelersTrip Quest Travelers
Well…not this month. Send me a picture of how you have spent your time while “social
distancing,” and I may include it in our next newsletter!

Here are a few pictures to show what my family and friends have been up to! 

Quick Links for Group Travel
With our other group cruise to the Douro being
cancelled this May, several of our travelers have
“jumped ship,” and we now have 24 joining us
next March on ocean liner, Viking Star, a small
ship with a great itinerary in the Mediterranean
and in small Greek and Croatian ports. If you
want to know more, click and then give me a
call for pricing as this one will likely fill up in the
next couple of months.

Iconic Adriatic Antiquities

The Holy Land
Our Israel and Egypt trip this year had to be
postponed! I think we could have traveled
until the Augusta National rescheduled their
tournament for the very week we would be
away. While that was fine with some of our
travelers, others either work at the
tournament or are already traveling or have
house guests that week. So…we were
fortunate enough to move the date to next
November with more than twenty going. Of
course,  this does give us lots of time if you
are reading this and want to join us in

Bible Land Exploration Brochure

https://files.constantcontact.com/f8225123501/5fd515be-eb3e-4b47-b147-8c828481c37e.pdf
https://files.constantcontact.com/f8225123501/4f88c969-c1a6-43f6-a494-4d0661657d6e.pdf


November of 2021.

Fun Facts:

After 15 years of development, Israeli
inventor Rafi Yoeli is currently building
the world’s first flying car. It is expected
to be in the market in the next couple of
years. (Note: that would help our anxiety
about flying in crowded airplanes!) 

People who keep Shabbat in Israel can
buy car insurance that doesn’t cover
Saturdays making it cheaper! 

Email me here!

About Me!

I am Lauren Williams, a partner in Trip Quest Travel Services
for the past five years. Moving from three decades in education
to becoming a travel consultant has caused me to shift from
“The Doctor of Education” to “The Doctor of Travel.” My clients
are often just like me – they want a rejuvenating vacation that
teaches them about the world and the cultures around them. I
love beautiful scenery, exploring new places, and learning
something new every day! Aside from travel, I stay busy with
my husband, Steve, and our four children and twelve
grandchildren. Staying active in the church and in our
community feeds our soul as well. I love to play tennis, pickle
ball, and bridge when I am not helping clients plan that perfect
trip! Because our world is so much smaller now, I am happy to
work with clients wherever they might live...but by referral only!
Hope you enjoy my monthly newsletter – let me know if there is
something you’d like to know more about!
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